These FAA-PMA replacement seat parts were developed to assist in complying with the parts replacement requirements of A.D. 87-20-03. This A.D. requires the periodic inspection and replacement of seat components of the entire Cessna light aircraft fleet. Our Parts are direct replacements for the wear related seat components. These seat parts are superior to the O.E.M. parts in many ways. Our rollers are lubricated with high grade lubricant for longer life and are machined from extruded stock for fine finish and higher strength. Our wear washers are tougher with far better wear and aging resistance. Seat rails were carefully engineered with small improvements for added strength, longer life, and easier installation without any sacrifice of all interchangeability with the O.E.M. parts.

**Replacement Cessna Parts**

These FAA-PMA replacement seat parts were developed to assist in complying with the parts replacement requirements of A.D. 87-20-03. This A.D. requires the periodic inspection and replacement of seat components of the entire Cessna light aircraft fleet. Our Parts are direct replacements for the wear related seat components. These seat parts are superior to the O.E.M. parts in many ways. Our rollers are lubricated with high grade lubricant for longer life and are machined from extruded stock for fine finish and higher strength. Our wear washers are tougher with far better wear and aging resistance. Seat rails were carefully engineered with small improvements for added strength, longer life, and easier installation without any sacrifice of all interchangeability with the O.E.M. parts.

### Kits, wear washers, a copy of SEB95-3 Rev 1, and FA152 FA1520388 & on FLP-KT-3 05-00319

- **Kit #3** (1 ea. AS0713074-1, 1 ea. MS24665-132, 1 ea. MS20392-5N12-050 shims are stainless steel for better corrosion resistance. **Upgrade kits include:** rollers, bushings, shims, and washers as required, MCS91200 Service Parts Kit. **CFD-4023, 100, 152, 155, 175, 180, 182, 185, 195, 210**
- **FLP-KT-2** 05-00320

- **FLP-KT-1** 05-00319

### SEAT STOP KITS FOR CESSNAS

These seat stops and related hardware are available in convenient kits for the correct kit part no. for your Cessna aircraft. **Seat stop kits #1** (1 ea. AS0713074-1, 1 ea. MS24665-132-1, 1 ea. MS20392-1C21) 05-00588

- **Seat stop kit #2** (1 ea. AS0511242-1-2, 1 ea. MS255324-41) 05-00589

**Cessna Seat Rail TEMPLATES**

These templates are blanked out to transfer holes from the old seat rail to the new seat rail when replacing Cessna seat rails. These templates are exactly what your aircraft requires and It convenient to use. One per seat rail is required. For seat rail series AS111240, AS111243, and AS24114002 use RTM00. All other seat rail series can use RTM00. NO. Models that do not require templates as the screw holes are predrilled. Model 177 cardinal seat rails require (2) RTM00 templates per rail. Dimensions: "RTM01-1.5" x 38 x 0.10", "RTM02-2.25" x 90 x 0.25". **RTM00** 05-00548... **$128.75**